
Hi Team, 
 
The Network Rail event on the 22nd of March, Ricoh Arena, is potentially one of the largest 
events we have delivered and, certainly, with the largest 7Futures team to date. Our team is 
growing and of excellent quality: I would challenge any company in this market to assemble 
a team of such experience and high calibre. 
 
Business Context and Reputation 
 As always, it is essential to deliver to the standard Network Rail have come to expect of us. 
You may not be aware that we have been selected as the only external education partner for 
their 5 Year Fatigue Programme - launched this week. This programme will, by 2022, 
change the way in which their 38,000 employees structure their working week, shifts, rest 
periods etc. and involves negotiations with trade unions due to the substantive nature of the 
changes. Next week, Mark and I are presenting to a national group of people whose job it is 
to role the programme out. In effect, their central team are endorsing our services to the rest 
of the business.We hope this will generate further work for us all in the future and we believe 
it to be the largest workplace wellbeing intervention in the UK.This is important to know 
because managers from other parts of Network Rail, their supply chain and other major 
companies may be present on the 22nd to evaluate our services.  
 
Broad Objectives 
 The day is all about helping people to live a better life, to make better lifestyle choices and 
to leave feeling inspired. This may sometimes simply be advice on hydration, sleep and 
nutrition. Today, managing stress is a huge problem for many people and their families. 
Workloads are increasing; we’re available at a touch of a button; there's a constant fight for 
our attention with social media and news platforms and there's social pressure to look and 
be a specific way. We have had a recent enquiry in to present on the link between body 
image and resilience - a sign of the times! Then throw in confusion around how to exercise 
and what to eat: plus balancing a personal life, relationships, finances etc. Often the first 
thing to go out of the window is looking after their own health. Why? Because we can ‘get 
by’, we can cope, we can function: but this is not living with good health, energy and strong 
immune systems. 
 
Therefore, people develop poor unconscious habits leading to compromised health, illness 
and disease. Our job is to wake them up from this: highlighting these behaviours to 
encourage a more positive awareness and then educate/motivate better lifestyle choices to 
boost mental and physical health.  
 
Most attendees will never have received the type of attention we give them, especially not 
from their GP’s. By just showing that we care and providing them with attention it can help 
them open up. We have had many cases where people have reached out to inform us how 
our events have changed their life - that they were not aware of their poor habits. How they 
have lost several stone, they are no longer diabetic, they have managed to lower their blood 
pressure and come off medication. Some truly remarkable stories with some even 
mentioning that we have helped to save their life. The work we are doing is truly rewarding 
and making a positive impact. 
 
Engagement Style 

 On the day, please do gently encourage people to talk to you, take part in health measures 
etc. Many will be shy and nervous. Even if some do look big and burly, you will be surprised 
at how shy they can be. Please also be mindful and tactful with the language you use: 
flexing with their personalities and always being aware that some have very tough lives 
working in dangerous and unpleasant outdoor conditions with relatively low pay. This is 
especially relevant to everyone doing the body composition analysis, blood pressure, grip 
strength and body work therapies. I know you will be mindful, just be aware of the 



sensitivities some employees may have about their measures. Again, a reminder that senior 
managers may be present without announcing themselves......analysing our event, seeing 
what we have to offer etc. Some may really welcome the opportunity to explore their own 
health needs so there is a good opportunity to impress them with your knowledge, 
experience and enthusiasm. 
 
Essential  

 The event starts at 10am and finishes at 2.30pm. Due to the size of the event can you 
please arrive for 8.15am to help setup the room (unless I have discussed with you otherwise 
to those travelling from further afield etc), I will need all hands on deck. Can the experienced 
team members please help all new members with their set up where possible. 
 
Dress code is smart casual except for the therapists, Aidan, Harry, Anthony, Henry and 
Hannah - smart and clean tracksuit/training wear is fine. No big logo’s. 
 
Rough layout of how the room may look on the day. 

 
 
The day has been designed that I will do a brief introduction at 10am, with the first sessions 
starting 10.10am. We will have four zones and attendees will be split into four colour coded 
groups on their arrival. These groups will then rotate around each zone, with breaks in-
between for fun competitions etc. Please note we need everyone to help engage people 
within the zones and help shepherd them into the next zones at the appropriate times.  
 
One group to Calvin and Henry in the Back Care zone. Along with the three therapists. 
 
One group to Jennie in the Fat Busting zone. Along with the health measures - body comp, 
blood pressure, grip strength. 
 
One group to Hannah in the Stress & Recovery zone. There could possibly be an external 
company in this zone too. If not I may move one of the health measures here. I’ll decide on 
the day. 
 



Remaining group with myself, Sofia and Steve in the Fatigue zone. 
 
Each zone has a keynote speaker.  For those making key note presentations (me, 
Calvin, Jennie and Hannah) it is really important we stick to our time slot and 
not overrun - aim for 15 minutes and no more than 17 minutes please...their attention 
spans will not be great as the day moves into the afternoon so part of the design is to 
keep energy high and to make it easier for people to take away key messages rather 
than feel they have been overloaded. Our job is to influence behaviour and not to be 
too dry with detail and facts. For anyone else making presentations the same 
guidelines are important. 
 
The groups will then be subdivided into 2/3 groups in your zone for the activities after the 
keynote speaker, this is designed to minimise people waiting around and keeping them 
engaged. 
 
Health measures are always incredibly popular and these will keep running during the 
competitions etc. to maximise how many people get seen.There is a trick with the health 
measures, providing people with enough care and attention, yet moving them on as quickly 
as possible to impact as many people as we can. In my opinion I feel it is best to impact as 
many people as we can, with slightly less attention rather than a lot of attention and only 
impacting a few. If people are queuing and it looks as if they won't have time to get 
seen before they need to move into the next zone please encourage them to come 
back during a break or at the end of the day. 
 
Similarly with the therapy slots, ideally these should be no more than 10 minutes per slot to 
enable attendees to see what physical therapy is like and what a difference it can make. 
There will be therapy forms for attendees to fill out before they see you and I will make this 
clear during the introduction, so make sure this is handed to you before commencing 
any treatment. When you set up can you create a seating area around a table where 
they can complete the forms while waiting for you. 
 
We are also giving out some prizes during the day and a raffle at the end. Attendees will 
collect raffle tickets during registration. 
 
Posters, handouts, information cards for you to use will be provided, to increase motivation 
and embed all learning from the day. All simple stuff. 
 
If travelling by train, you have hopefully already booked your ticket to get the best price 
available from advance tickets, if you haven’t can you please do so sharply. Allow 30 
minutes after the event finish time to help with the take down if possible. 
 
Hoping that I have covered everything but probably forgotten something! If I have, feel free 
to give myself or Nicola a shout. Here is a link to the suppliers webpage kindly created by 
Nicola with info on venue, parking etc. 
 
https://www.7futures.com/network-rail-birmingham-22-march-2019 
 
See you Friday and have a good weekend. 
Warm Regards, 
 
Nathan Douglas 
Peak Performance Coach. Double Olympian.  
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